Press Release

Klesia, the result of the merge of Mornay and D&O, relies on Generix Group to help
streamline its information systems and build a global data and application exchange
platform.

Paris, September 26th 2013 - Social protection firm Klesia is drawing lessons from the successful
implementation of Generix Group's GCI TradeXpress exchange platform at D&O, and is extending it to the
whole group.
Klesia, the 5th social protection company in France, assists 3,000,000 people and 240,000 companies in their social
protection and complementary pension schemes on a daily basis.
The very nature of Klesia's activity means that the group has to exchange and share a lot of information in realtime with different actors from the pension/insurance world, the banking sector or external service providers. In
addition, Klesia's information system includes diverse applications that have to dialogue with each other and
exchange management data.
Shortly before the merger and within the framework of rationalising its information system, D&O deployed GCI
TradeXpress by Generix Group to centralise and secure all internal and external flows. This successful
implementation has convinced Pascal Courthial, Information Systems Director at Klesia, to roll-out the project
globally.
"When there is a merger, the information system is key and can even become an asset to facilitate the process, for
example by rationalising applications", stresses Pascal Courthial. "Our current context is pushing us to create
communication consistency between applications and the central integration platform. GCI TradeXpress by
Generix Group has demonstrated its data integration and exchange qualities at D&O. I am very confident about
the future of its roll-out in the Klesia group".
The GCI TradeXpress platform has kept its promises: reliable monitoring of all flows, supervision and traceability
of flows, ability to easily implement new types of exchange, secure exchanges, inter-operability with different
systems and the simplicity of the user interface. In addition, this solution is the unique and central intermediary
between the different information systems or applications. Its role is therefore to steer all the steps of data
transfer, using dedicated internal or external connectors.
"One of our challenges today is to streamline what exists and to improve performance to develop new projects",
added Pascal Courthial. "We thus need a global, computerised data and application exchange solution and to be
able to control how it evolves. GCI TradeXpress will allow us to do this thanks to its flexibility and its ability to
manage complex flows".

Press Release
GCI TradeXpress is the software base of the Generix Collaborative Integration range. It provides a solution to the
many problems of integration: EDI, B2B, BPM, MFT, EAI, ETL, ESB. The software is based on four main
components:
 Business process management: TradeXpress Modeler
 Data conversion: TradeXpress Designer
 Exchange governance: TradeXpress Monitoring
 Internal and external connectivity, thanks to some hundred connectors

For GCI Day 2013, the B2B integration and collaboration
world will be meeting on 3rd October at L'espace St Martin
in Paris.

Information: http://www.generixgroup.com/fr/actualites/evenements/10209,forum-utilisateurs-GCI.htm
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About Generix Group
Editor of collaborative software and On Demand services, Generix Group assists customers in managing, computerising, pooling and
optimising their information. The Generix Collaborative Business services' bundle is based on business expertise in the fields of ERP, supply
chain and managing cross-channel sales, as well as on an infrastructure range consisting of inter and intra-company solutions: EDI, B2B,
EAI, Portal, e-invoicing and B2B deployment.
The GCI integration and collaboration solutions are used in over 20 countries by 5,000 companies, including: Banque de France, Carrefour,
Casino, DHL, Ferrero, Fnac, Fromageries Bel, Galeries Lafayette, Gefco, Kuhne et Nagel, L’Oréal, La Redoute, Labinal, Lactalis, LDC, Minefi,
PSA, Rexel, Safran, Schneider, Société Générale, Tereos, TF1, Unilever, Zodiac, etc.

About Klesia
In view of the changing market of complementary pensions and life insurance, Mornay (one of the oldest and biggest social protection
groups in France) and D&O decided to join forces to create Klesia, a new social protection group, attentive to the changing needs of
professional branches, companies and working and retired employees. Klesia proposes a wide range of products and services in the fields
of complementary pensions, personal insurance and social action.
To quote a few figures, Klesia is the 5th largest social protection company in France with some 240,000 corporate customers, 3,000,000
protected individuals in employment and retired, €6.7 billion of pension contributions and €1.22 billion turnover from insurance schemes,
60% of which from the professional sectors.

